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MARGRAVE OFFERS THEORIES
ON FADING KOHOUTEK
MISSOULA--"Comet lovers expecting to see the tai I of the comet Kohoutek are going to be disappointed," according to Dr. Thomas E. Margrave, an associate professor of physics and
astronomy at the University of Montana.
"It was hoped that Kohoutek would be most visible from Jan. 10-20," Margrave said.
"But

it seems the comet became uncooperative by fai I ing to develop a tai I as extensive

as was earlier predicted,

so it wi II be impossible to see it with the naked eye."

Margrave said there are a couple of theories why Kohoutek didn't develop a larger
tai I, "but no agreement on any one."
"One theory is that Kohoutek didn't have
huge tai 1," he said.

enough volatile materials to maintain a

"Another is that the sun's heat produced a sticky substance on

Kohoutek's surface, trapping tai !-producing gases inside the comet."
Margrave said the latter theory is new and "sounds a I ittle contrived."
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